JOB OPPORTUNITY
SENIOR LABORATORY MANAGER
STATUS:
LOCATION:

PERMANENT, FULL-TIME
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO

Cambium is a successful consulting and engineering company built on quality people doing great work in
a rewarding environment. It’s our team that makes us unique.
And…our team is growing! We are currently seeking a Senior Laboratory Manager to join our team.
JOB DUTIES


Responsibilities include, but are not limited to project planning, scheduling, allocation of personnel and
resources, budgeting, overall supervision of project personnel, invoicing, and regular communication with
the client. Directly accountable for revenue, costs, and profitability on all project work assigned.



Provides technical expertise on a variety of projects under the supervision of the general manager.



Interprets data or reviews data interpretation by others.



Writes or reviews reports or portions of reports.



Writes, reviews or contributes technically to scopes of work for projects and proposals.



Completed work is technically sound and defensible to peers.



As required, takes courses, attends training seminars, etc. to maintain an “expert” level of knowledge.



The technical manager will provide training to junior and intermediate Cambium personnel.



Directly responsible for the health and safety of any person working on an assignment under the
supervision of the technical manager.



Responsible for retention of existing clients and acquisition of new clients.



Field work or work may be required in all seasons.



Travel, shiftwork, and overtime may be required.

REQUIREMENTS/QUALIFICATIONS


Minimum of seven (7) years relevant management experience



Accredited in area of expertise by a recognised body (i.e. P.Eng., C.E.T)



Typically Bachelor of Science or Engineering Degree (Minimum requirement is a college diploma and
related experience)



Canadian Council of Independent Laboratories (CCIL) certification in Category “I” Concrete Technician,
Type “C,” “D,” and “Superpave” Aggregate Technician, and Type “B” Asphalt Technician



Outstanding reliability and organizational abilities



Well-developed verbal and written communication skills with proven ability to demonstrate tact and
diplomacy



Reliable, approachable, and respectful demeanor
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Superior technical skills and attention to detail



Desire to succeed in a dynamic, progressive organization



Familiarity with federal and provincial legislation and regulations

If you’re interested, send us some information that helps us understand how you are the right fit for this
role and for our team. Kindly forward your documents, in electronic format, to hr@cambium-inc.com.
WHY CAMBIUM?
Our team is different. From camping trips and movie nights, to company ball-hockey tournaments in the
parking lot, our team likes to have a good time together.
Our team is hard-working. You’ll need to be flexible and able to switch priorities frequently. Sometimes
the days are long. But you are always compensated for your efforts, including a minimum 3 weeks of
vacation for new, full-time team members.
Our team is proud. Donating a portion of our net income each year to local causes and events. Winning
awards. You’ll find it easy to feel good about Cambium.
If you want to read about a few of the benefits of working for Cambium, check out our Careers
page: http://cambium-inc.com/about/careers.

